This adapter will allow your previously purchased Hallmark Special Feature or Lighted Ornament to fit and function properly with a wide variety of sizes of commercially available light strings.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Disconnect the lighting string or decorative outfit from the outlet before removing a lamp and replacing it with the adapter and ornament.

Grasp plug and remove from the receptacle or other outlet device. Do not unplug by pulling on cord.

Plug your Hallmark Special Feature or Lighted ornament into the adapter making sure the rectangular hole in the adapter is lined up with the rectangular post on the plug.

Remove the bulb from light string and push the plug on the adapter into the socket, flexing the barbs.
Once assembled, the flexible barbs should put pressure against the flats on both sides of the light string socket.

- Use only with light strings with increments of 35 or 50 lights.
- Do not use with LED light string strings.
- Do not use with light strings that stay lit when a lamp is removed.
- For indoor use only